YEAR 5- 2022

TERM 1
WE ARE LEARNING...
WE ARE LEARNING...
YEAR 5 - 2022

TERM 1 WEEK 6 - TERM 2 WEEK 5

OUR SCHOOL VALUES
At Amaroo School we are safe, respectful, responsible
learners. In Year 5 we are focussing on being respectful
to the people around us. We listen to others' thoughts
and opinions and share our own.
Help me at home by discussing what being respectful
looks like at home and at school.

LITERACY
To check for understanding while reading by asking
questions, retelling and summarising.
To write imaginative and informative texts about a range
of topics.
You can help me at home by asking me to recap books
I'm reading, and encouraging me to write!

NUMERACY
To solve problems using the four operations (addition,
subtraction, multiplication and division), with a focus on
mental computation.
To convert between 12 and 24 hour time.
To collect, organise and compare data in different ways
and for different purposes.
You can help me at home by asking me to teach you the
problem solving strategies I am learning in the classroom.

INQUIRY FOCUS
We are learning about space and the solar system. We
are learning to conduct experiments and evaluate
fairness tests of investigations.
You can help me at home by stargazing with me, and by
encouraging questions and helping me research the
answers.

ROUTINES
INSPIRE CENTRE

PHYSICAL EDUCATION

THE ARTS

5SKG - Thursday

5SKG - Wednesday

5SKG - Tuesday

5JWG - Thursday

5JWG - Wednesday

5JWG - Wednesday

5LBG - Thursday

5LBG - Tuesday

5LBG - Friday

5LTG - Thursday

5LTG - Thursday

5LTG - Wednesday

5HCG - Thursday

5HCG - Wednesday

5HCG - Wednesday

5SBG - Thursday

5SBG - Wednesday

5SBG - Wednesday

HOME LEARNING - READ EVERY DAY, RECORD IT IN YOUR LOG

AMAROO SCHOOL
From knowledge to creativity

